INTERNET SALES TAX
By far, the most significant tax compliance and collection issue
facing Florida and other states is the application of sales and
use taxes to sales by remote vendors, or those without a
physical presence in the state. These transactions can be
performed by telephone, mail, or Internet, but due to the
overwhelming volume of online sales, this tax is commonly
referred to as the Internet Sales Tax.

HOW
DID WE
GET
HERE?

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a retailer must have a physical presence
(referred to as “nexus”) in a state for that state to require the retailer to collect sales
and use taxes from in-state purchasers. The Court reasoned that because local taxing
schemes are so complicated and varied, forcing collection from each and every
purchase would place an undue burden on interstate commerce, and ruled that only
Congress has the authority to require collection, but that states must first simplify
their sales tax laws in order for Congress to act.
When a Floridian purchases from a seller located outside of Florida, the retailer does
not have to collect the sales and use tax at the time of the transaction, although the
tax is still legally owed to the state. However, few Florida residents know that they
are required by law to pay the proper amount of sales tax owed on these transactions
directly to the Florida Department of Revenue, and even fewer actually make these
payments.
Due to a lack of state specific e-commerce data and the inability for the state of
Florida to track these purchases, estimates of the sales tax revenue on remote sales
due to the state vary. The most widely cited estimates are those done by Drs. Donald
Bruce and William Fox of the
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IT MUST BE REMEMBERED: THIS IS NOT A NEW TAX
Not requiring internet sellers to collect sales tax
not only erodes Florida’s tax base, but also creates
an unfair advantage over “brick and mortar”
retailers and “clicks and bricks” retailers with both
online and traditional stores in Florida. A 6% to
7.5% price break is hard to overcome for Florida’s
retailers. These businesses have invested in stores
and employees and collect our taxes, as well as
contribute property and other taxes, but compete
against vendors who do not. This unfair situation
is untenable for Florida businesses, and a change
must be made to level the playing field.
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While federal action to mandate that all remote sellers collect and remit state sales taxes would be optimal,
there is legislation pending before the 2012 Florid Legislature that provides an opportunity to bring “EFairness” to Florida and get more remote sellers to collect and remit the tax on the sales they make. There
are two main types of legislation—“affiliate” laws which expand and clarify what constitutes nexus, and
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA) laws.
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Affiliate laws make it clear that remote sellers that have
affiliated persons in the state have nexus in the state.
Affiliates include—among other things-- those which
sell a similar line of products and do so under the same
or a similar business name; advertise, promote, or
facilitate sales; maintain an office, distribution facility,
or warehouse; and deliver, install, assemble, or perform
maintenance services for the sellers to the state.
The SSUTA is the result of the cooperative effort of 44
states, the District of Columbia, local governments, and
the business community to simplify sales and use tax
laws and minimize costs and administrative burdens
on retailers that collect sales tax. States that have
become fully compliant SSUTA members become part
of a compact where sellers voluntarily remit taxes to
member states.

It must be remembered: this is not a new tax--Sales
tax is already due from the buyer. Additionally, any
new revenue raised by E-Fairness legislation could
be used to reduce another tax, or taxes that are
currently being collected. Governor Rick Scott and
many legislative leaders have said this is important
for their support.
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TAXWATCH RECOMMENDATION
The Florida Legislature should enact E-Fairness
legislation to begin leveling the playing field for
Florida business and begin collecting revenue
legally due to Florida.

“The#reality#is#that#it’s#cos:ng#
tremendous#numbers#of#jobs#
in#the#state#of#Florida...#giving#
retailers#advantages#over#
other#retailers...##
There#are#damages#here.##
The#damages#will#be#severe.”

The Legislature should consider affiliate legislation,
as well as legislation to become fully compliant with
the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement
- Michael Pearlman,
(SSUTA) in a revenue-neutral manner as
President & CEO, BrandsMart
recommended by Florida TaxWatch in its April
2009 report “How to Make Streamlined Sales Tax Legislation Revenue Neutral.”
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